Host Tim says:
The Gryphon approaching the end of a long transit to Outpost 412 just now passes the outer markers.

Host Tim says:
<<<Resume Mission>>>

Host CO_OMallory says:
::on Bridge::

CSO_MacLeod says:
::on the bridge, checking the latest sensor readings::

CIV_Titus says:
::In his quarters going over Romulan Intelligence::

CMO_Turok says:
::In Sickbay::

CTO_Krag says:
::on the bridge at Tac-II/Securtiy Station::

MO_Krynne says:
::in sickbay, filing paperwork::

OPS_Shania says:
::at her station on the bridge::

TO_Sachs says:
::On the bridge at her station::

Host CO_OMallory says:
FCO: Distance to Outpost 412?

XO_Taylor says:
::On the TL, getting ready to go back to the bridge after his week long night shift::

CIV_Titus says:
Self: Humm, this is some interesting intelligence on the Romulans, I will have to speak with the Captain about this before our meeting.

Host CO_OMallory says:
OPS: Contact Outpost 412 and ask them docking procedures.

TO_Sachs says:
::Looks over her scans, and sees 2 Defiants, from the looks of it are on patrol::

XO_Taylor says:
::Gets on the bridge::

CSO_MacLeod says:
::sees sensors show nothing unusual... so far::

MO_Krynne says:
CMO: Do you have a minute?

XO_Taylor says:
::Goes toward his chair::

OPS_Shania says:
CO: Aye sir.

CMO_Turok says:
::Looks up from his terminal::  MO: What do you want?

CIV_Titus says:
::Exits his quarters and heads to the TL::

MO_Krynne says:
CMO: I have been meaning to ask you about additional training with the Bat'tleh. It seems a more practical weapon than the Chaka.

Host CO_OMallory says:
OPS: Also, send my best on being assigned to the outpost to the Captain.

XO_Taylor says:
CO: Well, after a week of night shifts, I'm back. ::smiles::

Host CO_OMallory says:
XO: I heard you liked the nights so much I may have to assign them to you permanently. ::smiles::

CIV_Titus says:
::Enters the TL:: TL: Bridge

XO_Taylor says:
CO: Who is telling lies about me?? ::smiles:: It was about time that an officer did a little time with them. They've been more busy than we thought. Actually, it's a whole other word out there...

CIV_Titus says:
::Takes out a PADD and begins to read more intelligence::

CTO_Krag says:
::checks his board and orders all security personnel to ready for docking procedures::

Host CO_OMallory says:
XO: I remember...I did a few when Captain Spenser was here.

TO_Sachs says:
::Sees no other ships in scanning range, sees the Captain busy with the XO, so waits::

OPS_Shania says:
::opens channel:: COM: OP: This is the Gryphon. We are about 20 minutes away. Do you have any additional information about the docking procedure we should know?

CIV_Titus says:
::Steps out of the TL onto the Bridge to watch the Gryphon's arrival to her new home::

XO_Taylor says:
CO: So, anything interesting happen while I was "away"?

CMO_Turok says:
MO: I see.  Learning the Bat'tleh takes time.  And dedication.  The training is not like any you have undergone before.  There is only one way...the Klingon way.

Host CO_OMallory says:
XO: No...not much.  Been pretty much routine and gave our new 2nd some time in the "big" chair.

Host OP412_OPS says:
@COM: Gryphon: Welcome Gryphon.  Drop from warp no closer than 250,000 km and go to 1/4 impulse.  Once you are within 75,000 meters cut all propulsion and we will guide you in.

CSO_MacLeod says:
::sighs::

XO_Taylor says:
CO: Good for him.

XO_Taylor says:
::gets to his chair and sits down to see his new outpost::

Host Tim says:
@ACTION: ::Voices are heard in back ground... one very angry voice::

CIV_Titus says:
::Hears the voice in the background:: Self: Someone is hot today.

MO_Krynne says:
::smiles slyly a moment:: CMO: The Klingon way.... hm.... sounds interesting and possibly challenging.

CSO_MacLeod says:
::frowns as he hears a very angry voice in back ground::

CMO_Turok says:
MO: Possibly?  ::Grunts:: You will see.  We will begin during your next training session.

Host OP412_OPS says:
@COM: Gryphon: Belay my last.  At 75,000 meters go to station holding and await further instructions.

Host CO_OMallory says:
OPS: Is everything alright?  I heard an angry voice...

MO_Krynne says:
CMO: Are you going to be extra tough on me?

OPS_Shania says:
COM:OPS: Understood OP. Also, Captain O’Mallory would like to talk to Captain Villmount ASAP.

CSO_MacLeod says:
::leans on his chair and hears the comm::

OPS_Shania says:
CO: I guess someone is not happy with something on the OP.

CMO_Turok says:
MO: No.  But you are not Klingon.  And non-Klingons typically find such training...challenging.

Host CO_OMallory says:
OPS: I guess not. ::smiles a bit::

Host Capt_Villmount says:
@COM: Gryphon: Gryphon Captain Villmount here.  Excuse the mistake. My OPS ::said tersely:: forgot you don't have the software to be guided in.

CIV_Titus says:
::Takes a seat on SCI 2 since it is not occupied::

CTO_Krag says:
::gets an idea::

CTO_Krag says:
::heads for the TL::

CSO_MacLeod says:
::observes the CIV taking a seat at SCI 2, nods at him::

Host Capt_Villmount says:
@COM: Gryphon: Your first trip in will have to be done manually... then we can install the software.

MO_Krynne says:
CMO: As we have already discussed, I like challenges. ::grins:: Thank you. ::smiles more normally, turns and then almost "saunters" off::

TO_Sachs says:
::Notices the CTO and wonders where he was going::

OPS_Shania says:
COM:OP: Understood Captain.

Host CO_OMallory says:
COM: Villmount: Not a problem.  Our pilot is one of the best.  May we proceed?

Host Capt_Villmount says:
@COM: Gryphon: We'll talk you through it.

CIV_Titus says:
::Nods at the CSO and looks back at the View Screen::

CTO_Krag says:
::enters the turbolift:: TL: Sickbay.

XO_Taylor says:
CSO: Anything interesting on sensors?

Host Capt_Villmount says:
@COM: ::Notes a different voice:: To whom am I speaking now?

Host CO_OMallory says:
FCO: Alright...take us into our new home.

CMO_Turok says:
::Grunts and goes back to work::

CSO_MacLeod says:
XO:  Not at the moment, Commander.  Just the usual traffic.

XO_Taylor says:
CSO: Thought so, just wanted to keep you on your toes. ::smiles::

MO_Krynne says:
::smiles to herself, likes to have fun with the big Klingon, laughs softly::

CTO_Krag says:
::feels the lift stop and exits heading for sickbay::

MO_Krynne says:
::gets back to her paperwork::

Host Capt_Villmount says:
@COM: O'Mallory: Ah, welcome Captain.  We show you 6 minutes out.  Proceed per instructions.

CSO_MacLeod says:
::smiles back::  XO:  Aye...

TO_Sachs says:
::Continues work, looking up once in awhile to look around the bridge::

CTO_Krag says:
::enters sickbay::

MO_Krynne says:
::sees the CTO enter:: CTO: Hello. How can I help you?

Host CO_OMallory says:
COM: Villmount: Thank you Captain.  I look forward to meeting up with you either on the Gryphon or your outpost.

CTO_Krag says:
MO:I am here to speak with Turok, Where is He!

MO_Krynne says:
CTO: He is in his office.

XO_Taylor says:
::Gets up and goes towards SCI2::

MO_Krynne says:
::wonders why Krag seems rather rude -- even for a Klingon::

Host CO_OMallory says:
FCO: Take us in nice and easy.

FCO_Adams says:
CO: Aye sir, nice and easy.

XO_Taylor says:
::Gets to SCI2::

CTO_Krag says:
MO: Carry on ::heads for the CMO office::

CIV_Titus says:
::Moves out of the XO's way::

XO_Taylor says:
CIV: Anything interesting out there?

CIV_Titus says:
XO: Nothing at this point, sir.

Host CO_OMallory says:
::sits back a bit uneasy and watches the Gryphon begin guiding into an asteroid::

XO_Taylor says:
CIV: Don't stop for me. Not gonna eat ya. ::smiles::

MO_Krynne says:
::eyebrows and antennae show a quizzical expression, thinks: He is my boss...? um ok... ::

FCO_Adams says:
::reduces to impulse and looks at the screen::

MO_Krynne says:
::gets back to her paperwork again::

CIV_Titus says:
::Nods and grins at the XO:: XO: Aye, I will keep scanning the area.

FCO_Adams says:
CO: We're at impulse sir.

Host CO_OMallory says:
FCO: Proceed at full impulse to 75,000 meter point and reduce to 1/4 impulse for guiding into outpost.

XO_Taylor says:
CIV: Also, get ready to go on the outpost, there's a good chance that we will meet the OPCO and Captain O'Mallory wants you with us.

Host Tim says:
ACTION: GRYPHON DROPS FROM WARP

FCO_Adams says:
CO: 250,000km from the Outpost.

CTO_Krag says:
::Knocks loudly on the CMO door in a Klingon fashion::

FCO_Adams says:
CO: Aye sir, to 75,000 meters.

CIV_Titus says:
XO: Aye, I have been reading on the Romulan Empire and I am ready for the meeting.

XO_Taylor says:
CO: Good.

CMO_Turok says:
::Glances up and sees Krag::  CTO: Come in.

CMO_Turok says:
CTO: What do you want?

TO_Sachs says:
::Begins to read over some reports::

CTO_Krag says:
::Enters the office:: CMO: Have you contacted any contacts on home world as to why that vessel left the Starbase?

Host Tim says:
ACTION: AS GRYPHON PRECEDES TOWARD OP 412 ALL SENSORS SHOW THE SHIP BEING SCANNED

FCO_Adams says:
::checks the distance  as she heads towards the outpost asteroid::

CSO_MacLeod says:
::hears a known sound::

CIV_Titus says:
CO/XO: The ship is being scanned, source unknown at this point, sir

CSO_MacLeod says:
CO:  Captain, we're being scanned.

TO_Sachs says:
::Looks down and sees them being scanned::

CMO_Turok says:
CTO: No.  Why is it so strange?  Our vessels leave bases all the time.  True, they seemed rushed, but it is not our concern.  And...I have no contacts on Q'onos who would provide me such information.

FCO_Adams says:
CO: We will be at 75,000 meters in 10 minutes.

CTO_Krag says:
CMO: So you think there is nothing strange of Klingon warriors running through a Starbase to get to their ship and leave?

Host CO_OMallory says:
CSO: Why are they scanning us?

XO_Taylor says:
CO: Perhaps it would be a good idea to ask the other Captain, sir.

CSO_MacLeod says:
CO:  I have no idea.  This is not a standard protocol. ::scans the base as well::

Host CO_OMallory says:
OPS: Contact Villmount and ask why they are scanning us?

Host CO_OMallory says:
CSO: Block that scan until we know why.

TO_Sachs says:
::Sees the 2 Defiants approaching the Gryphon::

OPS_Shania says:
CO: Aye sir.

Host Capt_Villmount says:
@COM: Gryphon: O'Mallory: By now you will have noticed the scans... it is SOP for this facility.

TO_Sachs says:
CO: Sir, there are 2 Defiants heading towards us sir.

CSO_MacLeod says:
CO:  I'll try. ::attempts to jam the OP's scans::

Host CO_OMallory says:
COM: VIllmount: I still would like to know why?

Host Capt_Villmount says:
@COM: Gryphon: O'Mallory: This is standard procedure for this facility.

CIV_Titus says:
::RAEB:: Self: Now that is different

CMO_Turok says:
CMO: Perhaps their Captain wanted them on board quickly and they are an efficient crew.  Serving here with this crew has certainly made me miss Klingon efficiency.  Perhaps you too have forgotten what it is like aboard one of our vessels.  Lollypop?

Host Capt_Villmount says:
@COM: Gryphon: O'Mallory: You will also be escorted by some of our fighters.

FCO_Adams says:
::thinks to herself:: Self: Just keep those fighters far away from me.

CTO_Krag says:
::Shakes head:: CMO: Perhaps, but I have served on a Klingon Warship, there are only three times a Klingon crew runs,

Host CO_OMallory says:
COM: Villmount: A fighter escort is not needed Captain...

XO_Taylor says:
CO: I would ask why such security...

CIV_Titus says:
Self: I have a bad feeling about this.

CTO_Krag says:
CMO: First when they dock at a station that has good bloodwine, targ's heart, Live Gagh and Rogane bloodpie.

Host Capt_Villmount says:
@COM: Gryphon: O'Mallory: Captain... You don't have a choice in this.

FCO_Adams says:
::marks the distance carefully::

CTO_Krag says:
CMO: Second, when the sector is under attack…

TO_Sachs says:
::Wonders why they need to be scanned and escorted in, what other procedures did they have::

CSO_MacLeod says:
::whispers::  CO/XO:  How odd.  They are acting like the Cardassians, or even the Romulans.


OPS_Shania says:
::mumbles:: Warm welcome....

Host CO_OMallory says:
TO: Why the scans?  What do they need to know that they wouldn't know about an Excelsior class starship?

FCO_Adams says:
::looks over at Shania:: OPS: What was that?

XO_Taylor says:
CSO/CO: It is evident that they do not trust us, or anyone perhaps...

CSO_MacLeod says:
CO/XO:  I'm not able to scan the entire base.  From where I was able, there is nothing unusual.

OPS_Shania says:
FCO: I just said we seem to get a warm welcome.

CSO_MacLeod says:
CIV:  Are you scanning the base as well?

Host CO_OMallory says:
COM: Villmount: Do you believe we are not who we are Captain?

Host Capt_Villmount says:
@COM: Gryphon: O'Mallory: We do now Captain.  ::Sounds happy::

FCO_Adams says:
::smiles:: OPS: Ahhh, it is unusual for us to be scanned when they know who and what we are.

CTO_Krag says:
CMO: third, when the crew is off to do battle.

Host CO_OMallory says:
COM: Villmount: This is very unusual for a Federation Outpost to scan a Federation starship.

XO_Taylor says:
CO: Just ask him why they are doing this... theorizing won't help. On the contrary, it might antagonize him..

XO_Taylor says:
::Wonders if he is even heard anymore::

MO_Krynne says:
::finishes paperwork, stretches and walks to the medical labs to check on her experiments::

CMO_Turok says:
CTO: Agreed.  And again I believe none of these applies to us.  Unless the sector IS under attack and no one informed us.

CIV_Titus says:
CSO: Aye, working on that now, sir.

FCO_Adams says:
CO: Sir, reaching the designated 75,000 meters. reducing to 1/4 impulse.

OPS_Shania says:
FCO: Yep, very unusual.

TO_Sachs says:
CO: Sir, these are normal procedures for all ships attempting entry, it's just for security sir.

CTO_Krag says:
CMO: Perhaps, but I can not help to think that all these strange events are linked::

CSO_MacLeod says:
CO/XO:  I wonder if they had problems like this before.  Perhaps a boarding party using a Federation starship.  Of course, I'm just wondering.

FCO_Adams says:
::taps the panel and reduces to 1/4 impulse::

Host Capt_Villmount says:
@COM: Gryphon: O'Mallory: We're now ready to guide you to the entrance.

Host CO_OMallory says:
::feels uneasy about this, but has nothing to hide::  COM: Villmount: Proceed, but I will want an explanation when we arrive.

XO_Taylor says:
CO: I say we drop it for now and discuss about this face to face.

Host CO_OMallory says:
XO: I will, but not a very nice welcome...

CIV_Titus says:
CSO: Nothing odd on the scanners, sir.

CMO_Turok says:
CTO: Indeed that may be.  However, there is little we can do about the Vor'cha at this time.  It veered away before coming here yes?  We do not even know its location.

TO_Sachs says:
::Double checks that she is right::

Host CO_OMallory says:
FCO: Proceed into the outpost.

Host Tim says:
#ACTION: THE DEFIANTS STOP EITHER SIDE OF THE GRYPHON JUST OUTSIDE THE TUNNEL ENTRANCE AND WAIT.

FCO_Adams says:
::sees the asteroid ahead:: CO: Aye sir.

XO_Taylor says:
CO: Well, as they are far away from the federation "heart" it can be understood. I'm sure it's nothing personal.

CSO_MacLeod says:
CIV:  How odd.  We're not able to scan the entire base. ::takes a deep breath::  I just hope we're not getting into trouble.

CTO_Krag says:
CMO: True, will you let me know if you hear anything?

FCO_Adams says:
::watches the entrance grow in size as the Gryphon gets closer::

CIV_Titus says:
CSO: I am also going to scan that asteroid as well, I have a feeling that something is up

Host CO_OMallory says:
XO: Possibly, but still would like to know.  Just to make me feel better and more understanding on how they do things here.

Host Capt_Villmount says:
@COM: Gryphon: I strongly suggest you go to thrusters before entering the tunnel.  ::mutters:: Unless that pilot is an android.

MO_Krynne says:
::looks at the microbes enlarged on the screen::

CSO_MacLeod says:
CIV:  Do so.  Let's see how our new home looks like to our own eyes.

XO_Taylor says:
CO: Thrusters is a good idea, sir.

CMO_Turok says:
CTO: Of course.  If any of my "spies" tell me anything, I will pass it along to you.  ::Grins::  I would suggest the cherry ones.  They are quite tasty.  ::Holds out a lollypop::

EO_On says:
::at ME::

Host CO_OMallory says:
FCO: Follow their instructions.

TO_Sachs says:
::Sees the entrance to the tunnel and crosses her fingers::


FCO_Adams says:
::taps the panel again and goes to thrusters when she sees the entrance:: CO: Aye sir, thrusters.

FCO_Adams says:
CO: 3000 meters and closing.

CTO_Krag says:
::Shakes head:: CMO: No, but perhaps you will join me in the feast I plan to hold today to celebrate our new home, I have live targ, which we can hunt and kill and very good bloodwine.

Host CO_OMallory says:
::watches as the Gryphon begins its entrance::

CMO_Turok says:
CTO: Ah!  An excellent idea.  I will be there.  Thank you for the invitation.  ::Nods respectfully::

FCO_Adams says:
CO: Reducing to 1/2 thrusters now.

CIV_Titus says:
CSO: Scans of the asteroid are incomplete, the armor pulse that the rock makes is making scans incomplete, sir.

EO_On says:
::starts to run some diagnostic of the thrusters power distribution::

CTO_Krag says:
CMO: I thought you might enjoy it, I better head for the bridge. ::turns and exits the office::

Host Capt_Villmount says:
@COM: Gryphon: Looking good... you're now aligned with tunnel.

FCO_Adams says:
::notices the rather tight fit she has to maneuver:: Self: You can do it Cassie, nice and easy girl.

TO_Sachs says:
*EO*: How are things down there?

CIV_Titus says:
CSO: I am picking up a phaser array, comm antennae, standard equipment for the OP.

CSO_MacLeod says:
CIV:  Looks like WE don't want to be seeing.

Host CO_OMallory says:
FCO: Doing good...

MO_Krynne says:
Self: Yeah.... these are nasty little guys. Good thing I'll be destroying them soon.

FCO_Adams says:
CO: 1500 meters.......1475.......1425.....

EO_On says:
*TO*: Keeping myself busy.

Host Capt_Villmount says:
@COM: Gryphon: TOO HIGH... drop 12 meters.

CSO_MacLeod says:
CIV:  Everything needed on a Outpost.  ::smiles::  At least, something 'standard'.

FCO_Adams says:
::hears the comm and compensates:: CO: Correction noted sir.

XO_Taylor says:
::Sits back and looks at the "show"::

CIV_Titus says:
CSO: Aye.

Host Capt_Villmount says:
@COM: Gryphon: Slightly to your port.

Host CO_OMallory says:
::wonders how a Excelsior class ship fits in here::

CMO_Turok says:
::Leaves his office and walks out into main Sickbay::

FCO_Adams says:
CO: 1300...1225.....::adjusts again to port::

MO_Krynne says:
::gathers her data on the microbes, and then destroys them, ending her experiment::

CTO_Krag says:
::enters the TL::

Host Capt_Villmount says:
@COM: Gryphon: Nicely done... steady... only have to do this once... then we do the driving. ::chuckles::

TO_Sachs says:
*EO*: That’s good, just wanted to check on you, I’ll let you be.

MO_Krynne says:
::writes a quick summary::

FCO_Adams says:
::watches the view screen really closely now:: CO: 1175....1043........almost there sir.

CIV_Titus says:
CSO: Nothing new on the scans, I know that I am not liking this, something does not seem right here, I just cant put my finger on it.

Host Capt_Villmount says:
@COM: Gryphon: Kick aft 1.27 meters to starboard... looking good.

MO_Krynne says:
::downloads it to the computer and exits the labs::

CIV_Titus says:
Self: I think it would be easier to beam down. ::Grins::

CMO_Turok says:
::Wanders around, checking on his staff.  Most are trying to look busy::

Host CO_OMallory says:
FCO: Doing great...

MO_Krynne says:
::wonders if the CMO will have anything for her to do as she returns back to main sickbay::

FCO_Adams says:
::taps the manual control again to make sure that it's locked into position, then compensates as the comm is telling her::

CTO_Krag says:
::enters the Bridge::

CSO_MacLeod says:
CIV:  Me neither...  well, let it be.

EO_On says:
*TO*: Thank you for that interesting on me, I'll be fine here. Take care, out

FCO_Adams says:
CO: 574 meters sir.

CMO_Turok says:
MO: Ah!  There you are.  What are you doing?

MO_Krynne says:
::looks up at the CMO:: CMO: I just finished an experiment the results are logged in the computer.

FCO_Adams says:
::taps the thrusters again::

TO_Sachs says:
::Notices the CTO come on the bridge and nods to him:: Self: Wonder where he went...

CIV_Titus says:
::Looks at the scanners again::

CSO_MacLeod says:
CO/XO:  I just hope this software is as good as they are saying.

CMO_Turok says:
MO: I see.  What was the experiment concerning?

CTO_Krag says:
::heads for the station::

FCO_Adams says:
CO: We're in sir, taking thrusters to random bursts.

Host CO_OMallory says:
CSO: I sure hope so.  ::smiles::  Hate to put Cassie though this again.

MO_Krynne says:
CMO: Common microbes found on asteroids, such as the outpost we are going to and how they are affected by different types of radiation.

TO_Sachs says:
CTO: Welcome back sir

Host Tim says:
ACTION: GRYPHON'S NOSE ENTERS THE TUNNEL

CIV_Titus says:
::Holds onto the chair arms::

CTO_Krag says:
::See the tunnel entrance and notices how tight it is::

XO_Taylor says:
FCO: Almost there…

CMO_Turok says:
MO: Interesting.  Are you expecting some sort of infection?

CSO_MacLeod says:
CO:  As a matter of fact, I like.  She enjoys a challenge. ::smiles::

MO_Krynne says:
CMO: No, but it always helps to be aware and prepared. ::smiles::

FCO_Adams says:
CO: We have 50 meters or so to go, I'm using only occasional bursts to get us there.

TO_Sachs says:
Self: Wow....this is close..


OPS_Shania says:
::taps fingers on her console::

Host CO_OMallory says:
XO: My, but sure a tight fit...

CTO_Krag says:
::nods to the TO:: TO: I am having a party after we settle in, you are invited ::those not mention to hunting of the live targ, killing it and eating it raw::

FCO_Adams says:
:;looks at the sheer sides of the tunnel and gulps::

CMO_Turok says:
MO: True.  Carry on.

Host Tim says:
ACTION: WELL LIT AREA IS SEEN THROUGH THE VIEW SCREEN

MO_Krynne says:
CMO: I am finished with my experiment for today. Is there something you would prefer I do?

FCO_Adams says:
::watches as the ship floats past a narrow opening::

XO_Taylor says:
FCO: You can do it, you're almost there...

TO_Sachs says:
CTO: Pardon sir? ::Raises her eyebrow::

FCO_Adams says:
::hears the XO but doesn't respond::

CMO_Turok says:
MO: No.  In fact, I believe we have little to do at this time.  Perhaps we should begin your lessons?

CTO_Krag says:
TO: I am having a party to celebrate our new home, there will be bloodwine and traditional Klingon food.

FCO_Adams says:
CO: I think we're in sir. Look!

MO_Krynne says:
CMO: Alright! ::sounds eager::

Host CO_OMallory says:
FCO: Good driving Lieutenant.

CSO_MacLeod says:
FCO:  You got it! ::smiles::


Host Capt_Villmount says:
@COM: Gryphon: Well done Gryphon.  Captain… my complements to your pilot.

FCO_Adams says:
::takes a deep breath and sighs::

XO_Taylor says:
FCO: Well done, lieutenant!

TO_Sachs says:
CTO: Ok...

Host CO_OMallory says:
COM: Villmount: She heard and thanks you.

FCO_Adams says:
CO: Thank you sir.

Host Capt_Villmount says:
@COM: Gryphon: Cut engines... we'll reposition you.

CIV_Titus says:
::Nods to the FCO:: ::Sighs::

CSO_MacLeod says:
FCO:  Just a regular drive, huh? ::smiles::

CMO_Turok says:
MO: First, you will study the history of the Bat'telh...

XO_Taylor says:
CO: If you'll excuse me, I have some business to take care of before we get off the ship...

MO_Krynne says:
CMO: Alright...

Host CO_OMallory says:
FCO: Cut engines and let them now do the driving. ::smiles::

Host Tim says:
@ACTION: WORKER BEES SWARM OUT TO ATTACH TO THE SHIP AND REPOSITION HER

FCO_Adams says:
::takes all engines and thrusters off:: CO: Aye sir.

Host CO_OMallory says:
XO: Ahh...yes.  Have at it Commander.

FCO_Adams says:
::looks over at Mackie and nods::

Host Tim says:
@ACTION: TUNNEL AIR LOCKS CLOSE AND SEAL

CIV_Titus says:
::Stands:: XO: Commander, I will be ready for the meeting when you and the CO are ready.

XO_Taylor says:
*EO* Mr. On, can you meet me in my office (deck 2)?

EO_On says:
::sees at his console that all engines and thrusters are off::

XO_Taylor says:
::Goes towards the TL and asks for deck 2::

Host CO_OMallory says:
All: Welcome to our new home all.

EO_On says:
*XO*: Aye, Sir. On my way.

CSO_MacLeod says:
::sighs:: CO: Thank you, sir.  I guess...

CIV_Titus says:
::Takes his PADD and turns to the TL::

CMO_Turok says:
::Goes to his office and retrieves several PADDs from a drawer then returns.::

FCO_Adams says:
CO: Captain, the outpost's worker bees are in control.

XO_Taylor says:
::Gets in his office and take out a few PADDs and begins reading them::

CMO_Turok says:
MO: Here, study these....

Host CO_OMallory says:
FCO: Understood.

EO_On says:
::give command to the second officer of ME and leaves it::

CTO_Krag says:
::walks over to the captain:: CO: Sir with your permission I like to make an announcement on the bridge.

Host Capt_Villmount says:
@COM: Gryphon: Captain... if you and your senior staff will follow my escorts we'll meet in the Briefing room.

EO_On says:
::takes the TL to deck 2::

CSO_MacLeod says:
::begins turning SCI consoles offline::

MO_Krynne says:
::takes the PADDs sees that they are in Klingon:: Self: Oh my... CMO: You are aware these are in Klingon... I don't know Klingon... ::waits for the next stack of PADDS::

Host Capt_Villmount says:
@::Voices heard in background:: No... really?

Host CO_OMallory says:
CTO: An announcement?  Ok...I guess if you want.

CIV_Titus says:
::Hears the OP CO and stops in his tracks::

EO_On says:
::wonders why XO Taylor call him::

CMO_Turok says:
MO: And so begin your lessons.  ::Grins evilly and returns to his office::

FCO_Adams says:
::secures the helm systems and makes sure the outpost's system have secured the Gryphon::

Host CO_OMallory says:
COM: Villmount: We shall be there soon.

EO_On says:
::leaves the TL, he is on deck 2 and heads to XO Taylor office::

Host Capt_Villmount says:
@COM: Gryphon: Seems your pilot is better than I thought... that is the first time a ship of the line has successfully maneuvered through the tunnel.

CIV_Titus says:
::Looks at the CO:: CO: Captain, I am ready sir

CSO_MacLeod says:
CO: Science is offline until second order.

Host Capt_Villmount says:
@COM: Gryphon: Villmount out.

MO_Krynne says:
::rolls her eyes a moment:: Self: well he did say it was a challenge... I wonder if he'd be willing to learn Graalen....

CSO_MacLeod says:
::stands and stretches:: Self:  Wow... I'm tired.

Host CO_OMallory says:
CIV/CSO: We shall go over in a minute for our briefing.

EO_On says:
::arrives to XO Taylor office and knocks the door:: XO: You wished to see me, sir?

CIV_Titus says:
CO: Aye sir.

FCO_Adams says:
CO: Flight is secured Captain.

CSO_MacLeod says:
::walks toward helm::

XO_Taylor says:
EO: Enter. Yes, I do.

CTO_Krag says:
All: I would like to invite you all to a party to celebrate our safe arrival at out new post, There will be tradition Klingon food and blood wine

MO_Krynne says:
::sits down and starts trying to translate the text::

Host CO_OMallory says:
*XO* Commander, when you are done with On, join us for a meeting with Captain Villmount.

CSO_MacLeod says:
::nods at the CO::

XO_Taylor says:
EO: I've been reviewing Engineering's latest reports...

CSO_MacLeod says:
FCO:  Sweetie, good job. ::smiles::

XO_Taylor says:
*CO* Aye sir.

XO_Taylor says:
EO: I have a few questions about them...

EO_On says:
::stands and listens carefully on what XO Taylor is telling him::

TO_Sachs says:
Self: Excellent...party with the CTO...sounds so weird..

FCO_Adams says:
::looks up at Mackie:: CSO: That was scary, but thanks.

OPS_Shania says:
::decides to be too sick to go to that party::

EO_On says:
XO: Tell me, what is it?

Host CO_OMallory says:
::not big fan of blood wine::  CTO: Sounds good...if you don't mind, I can provide another drink choice

XO_Taylor says:
EO: As you are aware, CEO Solkar has left engineering and you have been left in command ever since, correct?

CTO_Krag says:
CO: If you wish, but I suggest you try the blood wine it is an excellent vintage, but I must insist everyone eats a piece of the main dish,

EO_On says:
XO: Yes, sir. I am aware of that.

CTO_Krag says:
CO: To do other wise would be consider an insult.

CSO_MacLeod says:
FCO:  Ha!  Piece of cake.  ::begins whispering::  Listen, I really, really need a warm night with you tonight...  Are you available?  ::smiles::

XO_Taylor says:
::Continues reading a PADD:: EO: I see. Well, I'm impressed by the work that you have done on the Gryphon. You have definitely shown improvement.

Host CO_OMallory says:
CTO: But of course...I look forward to it.

TO_Sachs says:
Self: More bloodwine...excellent. ::Grins::

EO_On says:
XO: I have to thanks a lot of CEO Solkar and you, sir.

CTO_Krag says:
::wonders what the Captain will say that when he is offered the Targ, in Klingon tradition, Raw and bloody and freshly killed.

FCO_Adams says:
::looks around then whispers back:: CSO: For you, I'm always available. ::smiles sweetly::

CIV_Titus says:
CSO: Sir, I am going to my quarters for a moment and will meet you along with the CO and XO on the base, sir.

XO_Taylor says:
EO: So I have talked about it with CO O'Mallory and we have agreed that, according to your great improvement, we have stopped searching for a replacement CEO.

CSO_MacLeod says:
CIV:  Understood.  Don't forget your homework. ::smiles::

XO_Taylor says:
EO: After reviewing many resumes from many engineering officer, we have come to the conclusion that you are the best choice.

CIV_Titus says:
::Nods to the CSO.. Enters the TL:: TL: Deck three.

EO_On says:
XO: Okay, sir. So that makes me the new CEO. ::he is very surprised::

XO_Taylor says:
EO: So, under Captain O'Mallory's authority, I am hereby promoting you to Chief Engineering Officer of the U.S.S. Gryphon, NCC-42101. Effective immediately.

CSO_MacLeod says:
::sighs::  FCO:  Aaahhh...  So good to hear that!  At last we're going to spend some time together.

XO_Taylor says:
CEO: Congratulations, Mr. On, you've earned it. ::extends hand::

FCO_Adams says:
CSO: I have a brand new bottle of Glenmoran.......::giggles::

EO_On says:
XO: Thank you, sir. I won't let you down. ::shakes his hand::

Host CO_OMallory says:
::gets up and heads out for his meeting::

CSO_MacLeod says:
CO:  I'll be with you in a minute, Captain.

Host CO_OMallory says:
CSO: Alright.

CMO_Turok says:
::Sends a note to the MO's quarters informing her of the next step in her training.  The CTO's party.::

XO_Taylor says:
::Smiles:: CEO: I'm sure. Now let's get back to work. I have given the CEO's office's password on this PADD and all your new codes and privileges. Good luck.

CSO_MacLeod says:
FCO:  Great!  I'll see you later, then.  I have a meeting to attend.

CIV_Titus says:
::Gets his PADDs and heads to the Meeting::

FCO_Adams says:
CSO: I'll be waiting, hurry back Commander. ::smiles and gives him a thumbs up::

MO_Krynne says:
::thinks maybe the UT may help her figure these hieroglyphs out::

Host Tim says:
<<<End Mission>>>
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